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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper studies the relationship between optimal steady states and 
excessive functions in undiscounted, deterministic dynamic programming 
models. Optimal steady states arise in the turnpike theorems of optimal 
economic growth and the steady state policies of [3,4, 81. Excessive func- 
tions, which play a critical role in constructing bounds on the performance 
of steady state policies in [3, 81, are generalizations of Lagrangian saddle- 
points. 
Section 2 presents the dynamic programming model. Section 3 defines 
optimal steady states and discusses their importance. Section 4 charac- 
terizes the relationship between them and Lagrangian saddle-points. 
Section 5 introduces excessive functions and uses them to derive bounds on 
the optimal finite-stage costs. Section 6 shows that the set of excessive 
functions associated with an OSS contains a greatest element and a least 
element, and proves that for s* to be an optimal steady state, it is necessary 
and sufficient that s* be associated with an excessive function that is 
bounded above. Note that our model is quite general and does not assume 
convexity. 
2. THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING MODEL 
This paper considers deterministic dynamic programs that are charac- 
terized by the following objects: the state space, S a nonempty subset of 
R”; the action space, A, a nonempty subset of R”; (A(s), SE S}, a family 
of nonempty subsets of A; c( ., .), a bounded real cost function on DE 
{(a, s): aE A(s) and SE S}; and t( ., .), a state transition mapping from D 
into S. Periodically, at times M= 1, 2, . . . . one observes a state s E S and 
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selects an action a E A(s). The result is an immediate cost c(a, s) and a 
transition at time M+ 1 to a new state t(a, s). A policy is any rule that 
specifies for each initial state s E S, an infinite sequence of feasible actions: 
a, EA(s), a,EA(t(a,, s)), a, EA(t(a,, t(a,, s))), . . . . The problem is to 
control the system over a prescribed horizon, which may be finite or 
infinite. 
Let N be a positive integer. For any policy rr and any SE S, let V:(s) 
denote the total (undiscounted) N-stage costs under rr when the initial state 
is s. Similarly, let V,“(s) denote the corresponding optimal quantity, i.e., 
V,“(s) = inf, V:(s). If V:(s) = V,“(s), then rt is said to be N-stage optimal 
at s. 
Our current concern is with long horizons. One can think of 
[ V:(s) - V:(s)] as the “penalty” for using rt in an N-stage program when 
the initial state is s. Define n to be average optimal at s E S if lim supN 
[V:(s) - V,N(s)]/N= 0 (see [IS]). This criterion can be underselective, 
since it depends only on the “tail” returns. Following [4, 53, define the 
opportunity cost of rr at s as OC(n, s) = lim sup,[ V,“(s) - V:(s)] (s E S). 
The policy IC is said to have finite opportunity cost at s E S if OC(n, s) is 
finite. If 71 has finite opportunity cost, then 7t is average optimal. The quan- 
tity OC(x, s) provides information about how much better one might be 
able to do with an alternative to policy n. 
If for some N 3 0, the system can reach s’ E S in N stages when the initial 
state is s E S, then s‘ is said to be accessible from s. (Every state is accessible 
from itself.) Denote by ACS(s) the set of states accessible from s. 
3. OPTIMAL STEADY STATES 
Let D,= {(a, s): (a,s)ED and t(a, s)=s}, let cAs)=inf{c(a’, s): 
(a’, s) E D,} (SE S), and let S,= {s’ E S: There exists an a’ such that 
(a’, s’) E Dr and c(a’, s’) = c~s’) ). Note that in any “reasonable model,” S, 
will coincide with the projection of D, on S. Observe that for SE S,, the 
minimum cost incurred while keeping the system in state s equals cr(s) and 
is achieved by some a’ such that (a’, s) E D,. 
Suppose s E S, and N> 1. Clearly, V,“(s) < NcJs). Also, Vc+ l(s) < 
min{c(a’, s) + V,“(s): (a’, s) E D,)} = chs) + V,“(s). Hence, (N + 1) c,(s) - 
V:+‘(s) B NC,(S) - V,“(s) > 0. Following [4], define s* to be an optimal 
steady state (OSS) if 
S*ESf and lim [Nc/(s*) - V,N(s*)] < co. (3.1) 
N 
(Except in trivial cases, this limit will be strictly positive.) If s* is an OSS, 
then the policy that keeps the system in state s* at minimum cost has finite 
opportunity cost and, thus, is average optimal at s*. 
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OSSs play an important role in the turnpike theorems of optimul 
economic growth and the steady state policies of [3, 4, 81. Turnpike 
theorems address the conuergenre question: When does the state vector 
under an optimal policy converge to a turnpike “steady state” in an 
infinite-stage problem, and when does it spend most of its time near such 
a state in a long finite horizon problem? (See [ 1, 3, 91.) In any “reasonable 
model” with undiscounted costs, a turnpike “steady state” must be an OSS. 
Steady state policies are motivated by the “curse of dimensionality” 
restrictions that impede the computation of optimal policies for state 
spaces of high dimension n. Such policies are generated by the rule: Select 
a target “steady state.” Direct the system from the initial state to the target 
in a finite number of steps. Then keep the system at the target. The restric- 
tion to such policies can sometimes greatly simplify computation. Flynn 
[3,4, 6, 73 gives conditions under which there exist steady state policies 
with finite opportunity cost. Note that s* can be a target “steady state” 
under such a policy if and only if s* is an OSS. 
4. LAGRANGIAN SADDLE-POINTS 
If each state were accessible from every other state, then to find an s* 
satisfying (3.1), it would be necessary to solve the following constrained 
optimization problem: Compute an (a*, s*) satisfying 
(a*, s*) E D, and c(a*, s*)=inf{c(a, s): (a, S)E D.r}. (4.1) 
Clearly, cAs*) equals c(a*, s*) when (4.1) holds. Following [4], define the 
Lagrangian function L(a, s, w) = c(a, s) + w[t(a, s) -s], for (a, s) E D and 
w  E R”. The vector w  is called a Lagrange Multiplier. It is easy to see that 
sup inf Ua, s, w) d inf sup L(a, S, w). 
WER” (U,\)ED (a,.s)tD WE/~” 
(4.2) 
If strict inequality holds, then the absolute difference between the two sides 
is called the duality gap. If (a*, s*, w*) E D x R” satisfies 
L(a*, s*, w) d L(a*, s*, w*) 
d L(a, s, w*) ((a,s)ED and WER”), (4.3) 
then (a*, s*, w*) is called a Lagrangian saddle-point (LSP). Of course, the 
duality gap equals 0 when (4.3) holds. It follows from well-known 
arguments in mathematical programming that (4.3) is equivalent to 
(a*, s*) E D, 
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and 
c(a, s) + w*t(a, s) > w*s + c(a*, s*), for (a, s) E D, (4.4) 
and that given (4.4), (4.1) holds and, of course, ~(a*, s*)=c.,(s*) (see 
c4, 101). 
LSP’s exist for the growth models of [3,9] and the fractional $70~ 
models of [6, 71. One can obtain LSP’s for [3, 91 by solving a conuex 
programming problem. For [6, 73, one can obtain them using algorithms 
for n-state Markovian decision processes. 
For s* to be an OSS, it is sufficient that there exist a* and w* such that 
(a*, s*, w*) is an LSP and supsEs w*s< co (see Theorem 5.1(c) or [4, 
Theorem 4.1 (b)]). Example 4.1 illustrates that this is not necessary-ven 
when all states are mutually accessible. Example 4.2 shows that by itself, 
the existence of an LSP is not sufficient. To obtain necessary and sufficient 
conditions for s* to be an OSS, one must generalize condition (4.4). This 
is done in the next section by introducing excessive functions. 
EXAMPLE 4.1 (A model with an OSS and a duality gap). Let S = A = 
{OJJ), D={W’), (l,O), (‘Al), W)}, c(O,O)=O, c(l,O)=-2, 
~(2, 1) = -1, ~(0, 2) = 3, and ~(a, s) = a. Clearly, c,.(O) =O. It is easy to 
verify that V:(O) = -3, for N> 2. Hence, Ncl(0) - V:(O) = 3, for N > 2, 
which implies that s* = 0 satisfies (3.1) and is an OSS. Now, L(0, 0, w) = 0, 
L( 1, 0, w) = -2 + w, L(2, 1, w) = - 1 + w, and L(0, 2, w) = 3 - 2w, for 
w  E R. By straightforward computations, 
sup inf L(a, s, w) = - $ < 0 = inf sup L(a, S, w). 
w’t R (u,s)t D (a,s)tD weR 
Hence, the duality gap equals f, so no Lagrangian saddle-point exists. 
EXAMPLE 4.2 (A model with an LSP, but no OSS). Let S= R, 
,4(s)=A = [ - 1, 11, ~(a, s)- -a, and t(a, S)EU+S. Clearly, S,=S and 
cr(s) = 0. Also, it is easy to see that V,“(s) = -N, for N> 1. Hence, 
lim,[Ncf(s) - V:(s)] z 00, so no OSS exists. The reader can easily verify 
that (a*, s*, w*)=(x,x, 1) is an LSP, for -c0oo~<c.o. 
5. EXCESSIVE FUNCTIONS 
For S* ES,-, let E(s*) represent the set consisting of all extended-real 
value functions W on S that satisfy 
and 
w(s*)=o 
44 s) + wea, s)) 2 W(s) + <f(s*), for (a, s) E D. (5.1) 
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For s* E S- S,, let E(s*) = 0. Define W to be excessitie at s* E S, if 
WE E(s*). If W is excessive at some s* E S,, then W is excessive. Note that 
the definition of excessive function given here is slightly stronger than the 
one in [4, Sect. 41. 
Two examples of excessive functions are provided below. Others appear 
in the next section, which studies the properties of E(s*) when s* is an 





if W,(s) = -W,(s) = fco 
PWl(S) + (1 - PL) W,(S)? otherwise, 
is also in E(s*), for 0 <p < 1. In general, E(s*) can be null&even when 
s* E S/; however, this cannot happen when s* is an OSS (see Theorem 6.1). 
One application of excessive functions is the construction of bounds on the 
optimal N-stage cost functions (see Theorem 5.1). The following example 
motivated the definition of excessive function. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Suppose (a*, s*, w*) is an LSP. It follows from Section 4 
that s* E s, and that the function W*(s) - w*s - w*s* (s E S) is excessive 
at s*. Note that W* is bounded above on S if either (i) S is a bounded set, 
or (ii) w* has only nonpositive elements and S is a subset of the nonnegative 
orthant. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Suppose s* is an OSS. For s E S, let V,+,(s) =lim sup, 
[V,“(s) - V,N(s*)] and V,(s) = 1 im inf,[ V:(s) - V,“(s*)]. The following 
lemma establishes that both functions are excessive at s*. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose s* is an OSS. Then V,: E E(s*) and V3: E E(s*). 
Proof Fix N> 2, SE S, and SEA(S). Clearly, V,“(s) < c(a, s) + 
V,“-‘(t(a, s)). Hence, [ V,“(s*) - V,“-‘(s*)] + [V,“(s) - V.f(s*)] d 
c(a,s)+ [If,“-‘(t(a, s))- V,“-‘(s*)]. By (3.1), ALES/. If cf(s*)=lim,,, 
[ V,“(s*) - Vt- ‘(s*)], then the lemma follows easily from the previous 
inequality, and a routine limit argument. Now, V,“(s*) - V,N-‘(s*) = 
[V,“(s*) - Nc/(s*)] - [Vz-‘(s*) - (N- 1) cJs*)] + c,(s*). Taking 
limits and applying (3.1), c,(s*) = lim,[ V,“(s*) - V,N-‘(s*)], which 
finishes the proof. 1 
The next lemma describes elementary properties of excessive functions. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose s* ES, and WE E(s*). 
(a) For s E S and s’ E ACS(s), W(s) = co implies that W(s’) = 00. 
(b) For s~Sands’~ACS(s), W(s’)= --oo implies that W(s)= --oo. 
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(c) Ifs E ACS(s*), then W(s) > --co. Ifs* E ACS(s), then W(s) < co. 
(d) c,{s*) = C( IV) = inf{c(a, s): (a, s) E Of and 1 W(s)1 < cc f. 
ProoJ It follows from (5.1) that if (a, s) E D, then W(s) = co implies 
W(t(a, s)) = co, and W(t(u, s)) = -cc implies W(s) = -co. Parts (a) and 
(b) follow easily from this, while (c) is immediate from (a) and (b). Now 
(5.1) ensures that c(a, s) k cI(s*) when (a, s) E D,/ and 1 W(s)1 < co, implying 
that C( IV) B cJs*). Since s* E S,, there exists an a* such that (a*, s*) E D, 
and ~(a*, s*) = cr(s*). This and I W(s*)l = 0 < cc imply C( IV) < c/(s*). 
Hence, C( IV) = c,(s* ), proving (d). 1 
Let V:(s) = 0. Let s* ES, and WE E(s*) be fixed. Define 
U”(s) = sup [ W(s’) - V,“(s’) + McAs*)], for sES and M>O. 
s’ E ACS(s) 
(5.2) 
The next theorem tightens the bounds obtained in [4, Lemma 4.21 on 
the N-stage cost functions. One can use it to strengthen [4, Theorem 4.11. 
This is pursued in [S], which computes bounds on the opportunity cost of 
steady state policies by exploiting Theorem 5.1 (b) and (c). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let s* ES~ and WE E(s*) be fixed. Suppose SCZS and 
N>M>O. 
(a) U”(s) is nonincreasing in M. 
(b) If bUP,‘~ACS(s) W(s’)l < co, then for s’ E ACS(s), 
W(s’) + Nc,(s*) - V,“(s’) d U”“(s) < 03. (5.3) 
lc) If SUPs’~ACS(~*) W(s’) < 00, then s* is an OSS and 
Nc/(s*) - V*“(s*) d U”(s*) < co. (5.4) 
Proof Fix s’ E ACS(s), and a’ E A(s’). Clearly, t(a’, s’) E ACS(s). 
By (5.1) and (5.2), U”(s) 2 W(t(u’, s’)) - Vy(t(u’, s’)) + MC,-(s*) > 
W(s’)-~(a’, s’) - Vy(t(u’,s’)) + (M+ l)cds*). Since Vr+‘(s’) = 
infa. E A(d) (c(a’, s’) + V,“(t(u’, s’))}, this and (5.2) imply that U”(s)> 
UMf ‘(s), establishing (a). Part (b) is immediate from (a). On setting 
s=s’=s*, (c) follows easily from (b), W(s*) =O, and (3.1). 1 
Remark 5.1. The bounds in (5.3) and (5.4) improve as M increases. 
Note that since the costs are bounded, J~up,,~~c~(~) W(s’)l = co implies that 
I U”(s)I = co, for SE S and M> 0. Hence, )sups,EACS(s) W(s’)I < co is 
needed in (b). Observe that U”(s) = ~up,,~~c.(~) W(s’), for SE S. When 
M = 0, Theorem 5.1(b) reduces to [4, Lemma 4.21. 
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6. EXCESSIVE FUNCTIONS AND OPTIMAL STEADY STATES 
This section examines E(s*) when s* is an OSS. The main result is the 
following. 
THEOREM 6.1. For s* to he an OSS, it is necessary and sufficient that 
there exist a WE E(s*) that is bounded above on ACS(s*). 
Note that the “sufficiency” part of Theorem 6.1 follows from [4, 
Theorem 4.1(b)]. The proof is deferred to the end of this section. 
Recall from Section 5 that E(s*) is always a convex set. When s* is an 
OSS, E(s*) contains a greatest element Ws and a least element W$, which 
are characterized below in Theorems 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. These 
objects play important roles in [S]. Their definitions arise naturally from 
the problem of finding, for each M3 1, a “minimum cost” M-stage path 
between two arbitrary states in S. Define 
V’(s, s’) = inf{c(a, s): a E A(s) and t(a, s) = s’} (ST s’ E S), (6.1) 
and for M = 2, 3, . . . . 
V”(s, s’) = inf(c(a, s) + VM ‘(t(a, s), s’): a E A(s)} (s, s’ E S). (6.2) 
(As usual, V”(s, s’) = cc if the system cannot reach s’ from s in M stages.) 
LEMMA 6.1. (a) Both V”(s, s*)- Mc,(s*) and V”(s*, s) - Mcf(s*) 
are nonincreasing in M, for s E S and s* E S,. 
(b) Ifs* is an OSS, then V”“(s*, s*) = Mc/(s*), for M> 1. 
ProoJ: Suppose s* E S,. Then there exists a* such that (a*, s*)ED, 
and c(a*, s*) = c,(s*). This implies that I”“+ ‘(s, s*) 6 V”“(s, s*) + c/(s*) 
and V”+ ‘(s*, s) d V”( * s , s) + c,(s*), for s E S and M> 1. Part (a) follows 
easily from these inequalities. Now, suppose s* is an OSS. Let K and M be 
positive integers. Clearly, Vt”(s*) < KV”“(s*, s*). Thus, K(Mc.fjs*) - 
V”(s*, s*)) < KMcf(s*) - Vt”‘(s*). By this and (3.1), lim, K(Mcf(s*) - 
V”(s*, s*)) < co. Hence, V”“(s*, s*) > MC,-(s*). But clearly, V”“(s*, s*) ,< 
McJs*). Hence V”(s*, s*) = Mc~(s*). Since M is arbitrary, this proves 
@I. I 
For s* E S,, define 
W:(s) = lim [ V”(s, s*) - Mc~(s*)], (s E S), (6.3 
M 
W,‘,(s) = l$l [MC+*) - V”(s*, s)] (SE&s). (6.4 
The next two theorems characterize W$ and WF*. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Suppose s* is an OSS. 
(a) V”(s, s*) - Mcf(s*) 1 W:(s) (s E S). 
(b) W$ E E(s*). 
(c) For s E S, W:(s) < CC if and onZy ifs* E ACS(s). 
(d) For SEX W?(s)> -cc ifinf,,,,[V~(s)- V,“(s*)] > --03 
(e) Zf WE E(s*), then W:(s) B W(s) (SE S). 
Proof Part (a) is immediate from Lemma 6.1(a). For (b), if (a, s) E D 
and M> 1, then c(a, s) + V”(t(a, s), s*) 2 V”“+‘(s, s*), by (6.2), which 
implies that c(a, s) - cJs*) + [V”(t(a, s), s*) - Mcf(s*)] 2 
I”“‘+ ‘(s, s*) - (M+ 1) cr(s*). On taking limits as M+ cc and substitut- 
ing (6.31, c(a, s)- c,Js*) + W$(t(a, s)) > W:(s), for (a, S)E D. By 
Lemma 6.1(b), W$(s*) =O, finishing (b). Part (c) follows directly from 
(6.1))(6.3). Clearly, V”(s, s*) - MC&*) 3 [V,“(s) - v,M(s*)] + 
[V,“(s*) - Mcr(s*)] (SES and Mb 1). Using this, (3.1) and (6.3), one 
can easily establish (d). 
Only (e) remains. Let WEE(S*) be arbitrary. Clearly, W:(s)3 W(s) if 
W:(s)= co or W(s) = --co. By (c), W:(s) = CC if s* $ACS(s). Hence, 
without loss of generality, fix s E S, where s* E ACS(s) and W(s) > -a. 
Since s* E ACS(s) and s* E S,, there exists a K > 1 with the property that 
the system can move from s to s* in exactly A4 steps when M 2 K. Let 
s1 =s, a, EA(s,), s2 = t(a,, si), . . . . a,sA(s,), and sM+i = t(a,, sM) =s*, 
where M> K. Evidently, s, E ACS(s) and s* E ACS(sj), for 1 <j< M+ 1. 
Since W(s) > --cc and W(s*) = 0 < co, this and Lemma 5.2(a)-(b) imply 
that 1 W(sj)l <co, for 1 <j<M+ 1. But (5.1) implies that c(a,, sj)+ 
W(s,+,) > W(s,)+ c,(s*), 1 < j<A4. On summing from j= 1 to M and 
rearranging terms, ~.J!=i c(a,, s,) 2 W(s,) - W(sM+,) + McJs*). It 
follows easily from this, the definition of V”(s, s*), s, =s, sM+, =s*, and 
W(s*) =0 that V”(s, s*) > W(s) + Mc,(s*). Since this holds when 
M > K, one can finish (e) by applying (6.3). 1 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose s* is an OSS. 
(a) Mcf(s*) - V”(s*, s) t W,“.(s) (SE S). 
(b) Wf* E E(s*). 
(c) For SE S, W,“(s) > ---co if and onZy Z~SE ACS(s*). 
(d) For s E S, W,“(s) < ~up~,~~c~(~., W:+(s’) = lim,[Mc,(s*) - 
v,M(s*)] < co. 
(e) If WE E(s*), then W,“.(s) d W(s) (s E S). 
ProoJ Part (a) is immediate from Lemma 6.1 (b). For (b), if (a, s) E D 
and Ma 1, then V”“(s*, s) + c(a, s) k FM+ ‘(s*, t(a, s)), by (6.2) which 
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according to (6.4) implies that Wb*(t(a, s)) > W,)*(s) + c,(s*) - c(a, s). By 
Lemma 6.1(b), W;(s*) = 0, giving us (b). Part (c) follows from (6.1), (6.2) 
and (6.4). Now, take SE S and M> 1. Clearly, Mc,(s*)- V”(s*, s) < 
Mcf-(s*)- V,“(s*), so by (3.1) and (6.4) W,:*(s) 6 lim,[Mc,(s*) - 
Vt(s*)] < a. It is easy to see that Mc,(s*) - v,M(s*) = 
suP.,,tacsc.~*,CMc~(s*) - v”(.y*, s’)]. This and (a) imply that Mc,(s*) - 
‘,M(‘*) G SUp,‘t ACS(,s*) W$(s’). On letting M-+ x, (d) follows from this 
and the previous inequalities. 
Let WEE(S*) as in the hypothesis of (e). Clearly, W:*(s)< W(s) if 
W,“,(s)= -cn or W(s)= so. By (c), W,!.(s)= -m if s#ACS(s*), so 
without loss of generality, fix s E ACS(s*), where W(s) < co. By arguments 
like those for Theorem 6.2(e), V”(s*, s) + W(s) B Mcl(s*), for sufficiently 
large M 2 1. To finish (e), apply (6.4). 1 
Note that Theorem 6.3(c) and (d) implies that W$ is bounded above on 
S. Only one task remains. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. “Necessity” is immediate from Theorem 6.2(b) 
and (d), while “sufficiency” is immediate from Theorem 5.1(c). 1 
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